USS Artemis - NCC 83093
Mission Transcript
Stardate 10006.09

Host Sergio says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Start Artemis 10006.23>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Ens_Bryn says:
::turns over restlessly in her sleep::
FCO-Bear says:
::On the bridge::
CMO_Parker says:
:: in sickbay, looking around ::
TO_Jury says:
::sits in the big chair on the bridge::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
:: leaves sickbay to look for his wife::
Counsel_Lia says:
::walking to the transporter room  with an attitude and muttering::  How dare they detain ME...
CTO_Gore says:
Representatives: Please follow me, I’ll lead you back to the transporter room.
MO_Hardy says:
::in SB readying some extra supplies for the Medical AT::
SO_Donovan says:
::on the bridge at science::
TO_Jury says:
All: status reports please
CNS_Arkot says:
::in her office::
CMO_Parker says:
MO: You look busy. What did I miss?
Ens_Bryn says:
::sits up suddenly with a gasp::
FCO-Bear says:
TO: We are still in orbit
MO_Hardy says:
CMO_Parker: not too much Sir. We have 4 Medical AT down at the planet helping the two factions at the moment
Counsel_Lia says:
::follows CTO Gore::
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks wildly around the room while her heart races... as she realizes where she is she closes her eyes with a groan::
Major_Jithrack says:
::follows not certain about this arrangement::
Host AGMSergio says:
<Bryant> *CMO* : Doctor.. Seems your presence is required down on the planet. Would you be so kind as to send a team down?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::enters the TL:: TL: Deck 2
Counsel_Lia says:
::continues to mutter under her breath::
TO_Jury says:
SO: please slave the tactical console to your own
SO_Donovan says:
TO: yes sir
FCO-Bear says:
::keeps ship in orbit::
CMO_Parker says:
*CO*: Another one? All right... We're on our way.
Host CTO_Gore says:
::Walking with the leaders:: Reps: I realize things haven't gone well concerning the negotiations...but I think it would be premature to give up all hope just yet.  When your ready, we can set up another meeting to clear up what has happened, and hopefully get a fresh start?
Ens_Bryn says:
::glancing at the clock she realizes she has only been asleep about 10 minutes::  This is ridiculous...  ::throws the covers back and gets up to get dressed::
SO_Donovan says:
::ties into tact::
Counsel_Lia says:
::sighs::
Major_Jithrack says:
CTO: uh huh?
CMO_Parker says:
MO: I guess I'll be joining you.
MO_Hardy says:
CMO : is there any supplies that you would need down on the planet?
SO_Donovan says:
::runs area scans::
FCO-Bear says:
::hopes nothing comes after them::
Counsel_Lia says:
CTO: you are correct... and hopefully we can get a fresh start... but I will have to report what has happened here.
Host CTO_Gore says:
::Nods:: Lia: understood counsel.
CMO_Parker says:
MO: Medkits will do okay. We'll beam up some of the patients if we need to.
TO_Jury says:
::taps his com badge:: *Bryn* we could do with a hand on the bridge Bryn
Host CTO_Gore says:
::Leads the two into the transporter room::
TO_Jury says:
All: seen any good movies lately?
Host AGMSergio says:
ACTION : SO finds residual scans of the Alien ship that had been there and had left suddenly, not 5 minutes ago..
MO_Hardy says:
::gets together the rest of the equipment that the medical AT has requested and heads to the TR:: CMO: I have what we need Sir....ready when ever u are
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::reaches deck exits and head to his quarters to see if Jerni might be there in her office, but wasn't there to be found:: ::thinks to self:: Where could she be, well I'll leave her alone and I'll go to the Bridge
Ens_Bryn says:
::running a comb through her hair, she leaves her quarters and begins to roam the ship, no destination in mind::
Major_Jithrack says:
::follows into the transporter room behind CTO::
FCO-Bear says:
TO: Not really
TO_Jury says:
FCO: same here
Counsel_Lia says:
CTO: I do want this to work out...war is tiring.
TO_Jury says:
SO: seen any good movies?
SO_Donovan says:
TO: I found some residual scan of an alien ship trying to locate
Host CTO_Gore says:
Reps: Then I look forward to hearing from you ::Smiles and motions to the transporter pads::
CMO_Parker says:
MO: Take the lead, Ensign. Transporter room 3.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::stops at the replicator and gets an ice water::
FCO-Bear says:
::Ears perk up::
TO_Jury says:
SO: try the long range scan and also look for Tachyon particles please
SO_Donovan says:
::tries to relocate the alien ship::
MO_Hardy says:
CMO_Parker: Aye Sir.... ::heads for TR 3::
Counsel_Lia says:
CTO: we are tired of losing the ones we care about..  ::walks toward the transporter pad::
CMO_Parker says:
:: grabs some gear an walks to the TL ::
SO_Donovan says:
TO: aye
MO_Hardy says:
::enter the TL::TL: TR 3
Host Gala says:
ACTION : SO finds what seems to be some kind of cloaking mechanism at play.. right where the alien ship was before it "departed"
Major_Jithrack says:
CTO: ::nods:: we are too
Host CTO_Gore says:
Reps: Yes, we will be remaining in orbit until you are ready for the next meeting ::Walks over to the console and locks in the separate cords for the two leaders::
Counsel_Lia says:
::steps onto the transporter pad::
MO_Hardy says:
::enters TR 3 with the CMO::
CMO_Parker says:
:: enters the TR Room ::
SO_Donovan says:
TO: it seems they are cloaked I’m going to try a Tachyon burst
Host CTO_Gore says:
Reps: ready for transport?
Major_Jithrack says:
::steps on to the Transporter PADD::
Host Gala says:
ACTION : The medical team is beamed down to the planet.
TO_Jury says:
SO: belay that burst
FCO-Bear says:
TO: Should I move the ship so we have a better aim?
Host Gala says:
ACTION : Both the Perlack and Jerhajh get beamed down to the surface.
CMO_Parker says:
@ :: materializes ::
TO_Jury says:
FCO: hold current position
SO_Donovan says:
TO: aye
MO_Hardy says:
@ :: materializes ::
Ens_Bryn says:
::steps into a TL::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::gets his water and finishes the water. Ewan sits the glass down on a table and exits his quarters::
FCO-Bear says:
TO: Aye
Host Gala says:
@<Field Medic> CMO, MO : Good.. You are here.. This way..
CMO_Parker says:
@ :: follows the Medic ::
Ens_Bryn says:
<Computer> Destination?
MO_Hardy says:
@::follows::
Host CTO_Gore says:
::Feels a sense of relief, knowing that both leaders are interested in returning.  Exits the TR and walks down the corridor to the TL::
Ens_Bryn says:
<computer>:  Any where...
Ens_Bryn says:
<Computer> Bryn:  Clarify
Host CTO_Gore says:
TL: Bridge
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::stops at the TL and stands there and waits for it::
FCO-Bear says:
::maintains Orbit::
SO_Donovan says:
::keeps scanning for the ship::
Ens_Bryn says:
<Computer>:  I don't know...
Host CTO_Gore says:
::Exits onto the bridge:: ALL: Report.
FCO-Bear says:
CTO: We are still in orbit.
Ens_Bryn says:
<computer> Ens: destination unknown
Host Gala says:
@<Filed Medic> CMO, MO : This way.. ::he moves past revolving doors on an old building, scarred by combat::
Ens_Bryn says:
<Computer>:  That is the point.
Host CTO_Gore says:
::Steps down, swings around the bridge rail, and sits in the command chair, listening to the reports::
Host Gala says:
@ACTION : CMO and MO see rows and rows of beds with injured people...
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::begins to wonder why the TL isn't there::
MO_Hardy says:
@::gets out his medical tricorder and starts with the first row::
CMO_Parker says:
@:: Looks at the building, and the beds filled with injuries ::
SO_Donovan says:
CTO: we have picked up a cloaked ship
Ens_Bryn says:
::glares at the computer panel, contemplating rearrangement of its circuits::
Host CTO_Gore says:
::Suddenly turns concerned:: SO: How close?
FCO-Bear says:
::keeps listening and doing his job.::
TO_Jury says:
SO: try hailing the cloaked ship please
SO_Donovan says:
CTO: I’m still trying to get info.
CMO_Parker says:
@:: instructs the other meds to work on the patients too, and then sees to one of the sick people ::
Ens_Bryn says:
::After a moment, the TL moves and stops at 2, with her leaning against the back wall::
SO_Donovan says:
CTO: approx. 100000 meters
Host CTO_Gore says:
::Nods to the SO:: TO: Go to yellow alert, and open a hail to that vessel
TO_Jury says:
::assumes the tactical position::
Host Gala says:
ACTION : MO finds out most these people are suffering from radiation poisoning..
TO_Jury says:
::raises shields and opens a hailing frequency to the cloaked ship::
SO_Donovan says:
::tries to scan for lifeforms::
TO_Jury says:
::activates yellow alert::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Computer: status of the TL?
FCO-Bear says:
::begins to plot Escapes course and attack courses::
Host Gala says:
@COMM : Artemis : You continue to surprise us, young ones...
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
<Computer> all TL's are operating within normal operating parameters
Host CTO_Gore says:
::Hears the hail chime and stands:: COMM: Cloaked vessel, this is the Federation starship Artemis, we have detected you.  Please respond.
MO_Hardy says:
@CMO : the most of the injured people here are suffering from radiation poisoning.........cause yet unknown
CMO_Parker says:
@ :: scans also and finds the same results ::
Ens_Bryn says:
::As the doors open she notices someone she did not recognize, standing at uncertain attention, noting he is of higher rank then she::
TO_Jury says:
::wonder if Gala would like cannelloni::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
:;self ahh finally::
CMO_Parker says:
@MO: Get some Adrenaline into them, and then cure the minor injuries.
FCO-Bear says:
::waits for the next move::
Host Gala says:
@<Field Medic> MO : It's the Tikra Bombs.. Our "brothers" ::said in a mock voice:: Use them against us..
Ens_Bryn says:
::patiently waits for him to get on::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::enters the TL:: Bryn: Hi there Ensign, going to the Bridge?
Host CTO_Gore says:
::Raises an eyebrow remembering the captain's report about the abduction:: COMM: Would this be...Gala?
Ens_Bryn says:
OPS:  Sir... umm... not sure.  Sir, respectfully... who are you?
CMO_Parker says:
@MO: Apologies, Hyronalin
CMO_Parker says:
@Medic: Can I take a look at one of these bombs?
FCO-Bear says:
::waits::
Host Gala says:
@COMM Artemis : Yes Nathan Gore.. it is me...
TO_Jury says:
CTO: we've met the lovely Gala before sir
MO_Hardy says:
@::loads the hypo with hyronalin and starts to give everyone a shoot of it::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Bryn: I am Lieutenant Junior Grade MacPherson-Quest and you might be?
Host CTO_Gore says:
TO: Yes...the alien ship from before..
FCO-Bear says:
::wonders what she is after this time::
Host Gala says:
@<Filed Medic> CMO : No.. Not unless you want to become one of the sick... We avoid the areas where they explode.. For obvious reasons..
Host CTO_Gore says:
COMM: Gala: If I may, how come you have returned?
TO_Jury says:
::whispers:: CTO: I don't think she poses a threat
MO_Hardy says:
@Self: what senseless violence
Host CTO_Gore says:
::Nods to the TO's analysis, feeling a little relieved::
CMO_Parker says:
@Medic: Who are these 'brothers'?
Host Gala says:
$Comm : Artemis : We are... Curious about you.. You where too quick to find your way back.. This had never happened before.. Most races take at least a few months to get this far..
FCO-Bear says:
::seeing if she left some sock on the ship behind.::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Bryn: Myself and my wife, XO Quest-MacPherson have just transferred here
Ens_Bryn says:
::stands tall, though there is an obvious fatigue in her eyes::  OPS:  Ens Kayan Bryn sir.  I have been aboard the USS Artemis for awhile.  Under the previous captain’s new program I went with him to SF academy and returned in time for... well, our most recent adventure.
Host Gala says:
$COMM Artemis : You have no idea what we are capable of John Jury...
Host Gala says:
@<Field Medic> CMO : The Jerhajh, of course..
TO_Jury says:
CTO: perhaps she'd care to enlighten us
Ens_Bryn says:
OPS:  Your wife is the new XO?  ::swallows in sadness being reminded that Senn was no longer her XO::  Welcome aboard sir.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Bryn: a pleasure to meet you. ::extends a hand::
MO_Hardy says:
@Field medic: what is the reason for this conflict between u and your "brothers" ????
FCO-Bear says:
::wonders what her move will be.::
Host CTO_Gore says:
COMM: Gala: We're explorers too...and just as curious about you.  
CMO_Parker says:
@Medic: So, what is really going on with you and the Jerhajh? Please enlighten me.
TO_Jury says:
CTO: ask them to dinner
Host Gala says:
@ACTION : The sick are responding to treatment slowly.. It is, after all, a condition that takes a few days to heal
Ens_Bryn says:
::takes the hand::
CNS_Arkot says:
::sits in her very comfortable chair in her office, waiting to see if someone will come visit her::
FCO-Bear says:
::dinner sounds good::
Host CTO_Gore says:
::Smiles at the TO's suggestion:: COMM: Gala: Perhaps....you would like to join us for dinner?  
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::shakes her hand:: Bryn: Yep, she is my wife ::smiles::
Host Gala says:
@<Filed Medic> MO : Are you not Starfleet? Don't you know? They invaded our island... The same one that now is free of troops, thanks to your presence..
CMO_Parker says:
@Medic: I have been away for quite some time. And I haven't had enough time to look over all of the reports.
Host Gala says:
$::goes silent for a while:: COMM Artemis : Alas, I cannot.. I am already breaking the rules by talking to you.. Our job is to observe without being discovered.. Had it not been for your injuries aboard our ship, you would have never know about us..
FCO-Bear says:
::too late for that::
Host Gala says:
@<Filed Medic> CMO : Away? You where here not two days ago....
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Bryn: She came over from the U.S.S. Apache, she was her CMO and I came from the U.S.S. Delphyne where I was her Engineering Officer
Ens_Bryn says:
::stands uncertain before this stranger::  OPS: Ummm... you been around the ship yet?  Oh... that's right, you are going to the bridge.
Host CTO_Gore says:
COMM: Gala: Well, it seems you have been discovered again ::smiles:: contact us if you change your mind.
MO_Hardy says:
@field medic: but still to solve this conflict with arms is not the way that this should be handled, I am sure that this could have been resolved with peaceful conversation between you and your "brothers"
SO_Donovan says:
CTO: Since she's so curious of us why can't we just exchange phone numbers and she can call Starfleet
CMO_Parker says:
@Medic: Ah.. :: laughs :: That was my alter-ego. He was not me. You see, we were replaced by copies of ourselves. The rest of it is a long story.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::shakes head:: Bryn: nope, I haven't had the pleasure yet. I am very unfamiliar with the Artemis
TO_Jury says:
SO: she's scared she'll break their rules of contact
Ens_Bryn says:
OPS:  I wonder, do they often make CMO's XO?
Host Gala says:
@<Field Medic> MO :Stop calling them our brothers.. They are ruthless.. they are butchers.. They are nothing like us...
Major_Jithrack says:
@COM: Artemis: Jithrack here, I am ready to return to the ship to resume talks
Host Gala says:
@<Filed Medic> CMO : Huh? ::confused look::
Ens_Bryn says:
OPS:  Well, when you are off duty, I can show you around ::a bit of an impish smile::  I can show you some of the back ways.
Counsel_Lia says:
COM: Artemis: this is Counsel Lia.  Ready to resume talks when you are...
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Bryn: I don't have to report for duty for another half hour. So you want to show me around?
SO_Donovan says:
TO: I think it's kinda late for that.  Just as long as I don't have to go back to her ship
MO_Hardy says:
@field medic: and what kind of retaliation have your people answered with  ???
Host CTO_Gore says:
COM: Reps: Acknowledged, our transporter will beam you up shortly
FCO-Bear says:
::waits::
Major_Jithrack says:
COM: Artemis: agreed, will be waiting
Host Gala says:
$COMM Artemis : Sadly enough, we are needed elsewhere.. So long Artemis.. We shall meet again, someday...
Host Gala says:
ACTION : With that, all trace of the alien ship disappears from the Artemis' sensors..
Ens_Bryn says:
OPS:  Sure... I haven't received any orders... actually, I am not sure if I am listed as back on active duty yet or not.  Computer:  ME
Host CTO_Gore says:
COM: Gala: We'll look forward to it. 
CMO_Parker says:
@Medic: Anyway, I'm sure that the Captain is trying to settle the dispute. It should be over quite soon.
Host CTO_Gore says:
::Stands and walks across the bridge:: SO: Mr. Donovan contact TR1 and have our guests beam aboard.  TO: Mr. Jury you have the bridge. ::Enters the TL and heads to the TR::
Host Field_Medic says:
@::sighs:: CMO : As much as i hate the Jerhajh, I am growing tired of this war... It would be a blessing for the killing to stop..
FCO-Bear says:
::returns to maintain Orbit::
TO_Jury says:
::saunters over to the big chair and sits down:: All: ahhhh the big chair
SO_Donovan says:
CTO: aye
Counsel_Lia says:
@::prepares to beam aboard the ship::
Host CTO_Gore says:
::Rushes down the corridor, and into TR 1 to await the reps::
Major_Jithrack says:
@::waits to be beamed up::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::even though he wants to find his wife, he knows she needs to have the time to herself::
FCO-Bear says:
TO: So you like that chair.
SO_Donovan says:
::beams up the reps::
Ens_Bryn says:
::steps off the TL as it stops and leads him to a corridor just before ME::
CMO_Parker says:
@Medic: True. But your hate is only making the situation worse.
TO_Jury says:
FCO: actually its not well padded
Counsel_Lia says:
::arrives onboard with a little less attitude than when she left::
MO_Hardy says:
@medic : then why don’t u tell your leaders that this violence must stop......there is no honor in hatred.....
Major_Jithrack says:
::materializes on the pad::
FCO-Bear says:
TO: Really?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::exits the TL::
TO_Jury says:
FCO: really
Host Field_Medic says:
@CMO : They have killed my family.. Loved ones, friends... Would you not feel the same? ::with an strong voice, and angry look.:
Counsel_Lia says:
::looks around to see who has met them::
Host CTO_Gore says:
Reps: Welcome back aboard the Artemis. ::Smiles:: 
FCO-Bear says:
TO: Maybe you are use to seating in the tactical chairs and not the captain chair.
Major_Jithrack says:
CTO: ::nods::
Ens_Bryn says:
OPS:  OK... not too many people know these pathways I am taking you.  Consider it the... ummm... scenic route of the ship ::grins::
TO_Jury says:
FCO: I love tac
Host CTO_Gore says:
Reps: This way please ::starts leading them to the TL::
Counsel_Lia says:
CTO: Good to see you again but where is the Captain?
Counsel_Lia says:
::falls in step next to Gore::
MO_Hardy says:
@Field_Medic :  and u have killed some of there loved ones............do u not think that both sides has suffered enough from this war
CMO_Parker says:
@Medic: And how many of them did you kill!? It has to stop with both of you. Granted, losing the family may be a bit much, but they are losing lives too. It has to stop with both of you.
Major_Jithrack says:
::follows the CTO::
Counsel_Lia says:
CTO: We were supposed to meet with the Captain.  Will the Captain be there this time?
Counsel_Lia says:
::looks at Gore waiting for a response::
Host Field_Medic says:
@::looks at the MO and CMO for a long time:: CMO, MO : Thank you for your help..  We can take it from here..
Major_Jithrack says:
CTO: yes have you found him yet?
Host CTO_Gore says:
::Walking beside Lia and Jithrack:: Reps: I’m afraid captain Bryant is receiving a classified transmission from Starfleet command, he will be unable to join us.
Host CTO_Gore says:
::Enters the TL and waits for the other two::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Bryn: sounds good ::he wonders if he might run into his wife in one of these "scenic routes"::
CMO_Parker says:
@:: finishes up and gives the Medic some more Hyronalin to fix the rest. ::
Ens_Bryn says:
::entering a side corridor that is quiet and obviously rarely used, she bends down and opens up an access way::
MO_Hardy says:
@CMO: we should transport over to the other faction’s medical facilities
TO_Jury says:
All: well I guess I should get status reports from you
Counsel_Lia says:
::enters the TL::
Counsel_Lia says:
CTO: what is more important than these talks?
Major_Jithrack says:
::enter TL, lack confidence with the Federation but wants to resolve our conflict::
FCO-Bear says:
TO: We are still in standard orbit.
SO_Donovan says:
TO: all is well now
CMO_Parker says:
@:: taps badge :: *TR Chief*: Beam us to the next medical site, please.
Counsel_Lia says:
::shakes head and sighs::
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Bryn: this is very interesting
TO_Jury says:
All: very snappy reports team well done
Host Jerhajh_Physician says:
<TR Chief> *CMO,MO* : Certainly.. ::does so::
Host CTO_Gore says:
Lia: I am not sure, but it must be very important...
CMO_Parker says:
:: watches the Medic disappear, and the Physician appear ::
Ens_Bryn says:
OPS:  You haven't seen anything yet...  ::leads him along the passage ways as it weaves through the ship, pointing out various points of entrance and where they lead to::
MO_Hardy says:
@ :: materializes at the medical treatment center for the Jerhajh::
Counsel_Lia says:
CTO: when you are sent here to help stop a war.... I am not sure there is anything more important than that.
Host Jerhajh_Physician says:
@::throws hands in the air:: CMO, MO : Finally!!!
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Bryn: and no one knows about these?
Major_Jithrack says:
CTO: I hope so otherwise then what are we doing here?
Host CTO_Gore says:
Lia: Yes, I’m sorry. ::Steps out of the TL and leads the two into the OL:: *CNS* Please report to the observation lounge, immediately
MO_Hardy says:
@Jerhajh_Physician : where is our aide needed ???
CMO_Parker says:
@:: ignores the Physician ::
Host CTO_Gore says:
::Remains standing to let the reps sit:: Reps: Please take a seat
Ens_Bryn says:
OPS:  Well, I assume some people do... I mean they must.  They are just not used very often... no need to.  Besides, most people aren't into crawling.  One of the advantages of being short.
Major_Jithrack says:
::follows and steps into the OL::
TO_Jury says:
SO: anything on tactical?
Host Jerhajh_Physician says:
@MO : Follow me.. ::looks at the CMO from top to bottom:: CMO what are you looking at?
CNS_Arkot says:
*CTO* Yes sir
Counsel_Lia says:
::looks at the major:: Major: I hope it is to stop this awful war.
SO_Donovan says:
TO: no, everything is clear
CMO_Parker says:
@Physician: Excuse me?
Counsel_Lia says:
::exits TL enters OL::
CNS_Arkot says:
::Leaves her office and heads to the observation lounge::
MO_Hardy says:
@::follows the jarhajh_physician::
TO_Jury says:
All: read any good books lately?
Major_Jithrack says:
Counsel: ::nods in a agreement::
Host Jerhajh_Physician says:
@::shakes his head, and moves on::
Host Jerhajh_Physician says:
ACTION : Again, the same scenario.. Rows and rows of beds with injured people..
Counsel_Lia says:
::continues to stand:: CTO: Why do I feel like you are hiding something from us.... where is the Captain?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::ducks a bit:: Bryn: I guess so! ::laughs::
FCO-Bear says:
::at his station::
MO_Hardy says:
@::takes out his medical tricorder and starts to scan the people on the rows::
Ens_Bryn says:
::eventually leads him to a point that is very narrow::  OPS:  If you can squeeze through there, it leads to the bridge.  Of course, you have to jump as it opens at the ceiling of the bridge.
CMO_Parker says:
@Physician: :: the place looks similar :: How did these injuries come about?
Host CTO_Gore says:
Lia: In the ready room...even I do not know the contents of this message... ::Takes a seat::
Host Jerhajh_Physician says:
ACTION : These people are also suffering from radiation poisoning, but there are also many people with burns all over their bodies..
Counsel_Lia says:
CTO: then I will wait for the Captain to arrive.
CNS_Arkot says:
::enters the lounge::
MO_Hardy says:
@Jerhajh_Physician : what did cause these burns ??
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Bryn: that’s really is good to know in case I need to escape ::chuckles::
Counsel_Lia says:
::sees another federation officer enter::
MO_Hardy says:
@::loads the hypo with hyronalin and starts to give everyone a shoot of it::
Host CTO_Gore says:
Reps: I will comm the captain.  ::Sees Arkot enter:: This is Counselor Arkot, she will be helping with the negotiations as well. 
Ens_Bryn says:
OPS:  Easier to get into the bridge then out of... well, for me at least.  That is too high up for me to reach on my own ::continues along::
TO_Jury says:
All: how about them Lakers eh?
CMO_Parker says:
@:: looks at the burns, and grabs a tube of dermaline gel and a regenerator and begins to work on them ::
Host Jerhajh_Physician says:
@CMO, MO : Well, there's a war going on, if you haven't noticed.. The burns? those are a courtesy of the Perlack.. And their flaming Loriks..
FCO-Bear says:
TO: Sir?
Host CTO_Gore says:
*CO* Captain Bryant, the representatives from the surface are ready to resume talks, and want to negotiate with you.
CNS_Arkot says:
::takes a seat::
Counsel_Lia says:
::nods to the CNS::
Counsel_Lia says:
::to anyone in the room::  And the Captain will be arriving when?
TO_Jury says:
FCO: they lost game seven to the Golden state warriors by one point
CMO_Parker says:
@Physician: They told us that you hit them with Tikra bombs. It seems like you two are very similar people.
Major_Jithrack says:
::thinks about time, tired of these delays::
Ens_Bryn says:
::Finally arrives to a back juncture where various corridors meet and sits down with a grin::  OPS:  One more thing to show you.
Counsel_Lia says:
::waits for the Captain to respond to the CTO::
Host CTO_Gore says:
Lia: As soon as possible ::tries to sound as patient as possible::
MO_Hardy says:
@self: and here we have even more senseless violence...........why do they do this to each other?
FCO-Bear says:
TO: Ah. Sir. Can I run a level 2 scan of all the thrusters?
MO_Hardy says:
@::grabs a tube of dermaline gel and a regenerator and begins to work on the people with burns ::
TO_Jury says:
SO: run a full systems wide diagnostic please
Host Jerhajh_Physician says:
<Bryant> *CTO* : Mr. Gore.. Tell them i am busy, and i have all confidence in you to direct the talks..
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Bryn: can someone like.. ummm.. hide in these places if they don't want to be found?
SO_Donovan says:
TO: aye
Counsel_Lia says:
::starts tapping fingers on the table::
TO_Jury says:
FCO: sure be my guest
Major_Jithrack says:
CTO: this seems odd that this isn’t the Captain's priority?
FCO-Bear says:
TO: Thank you. ::starts running the scans::
Host Jerhajh_Physician says:
@CMO : This is a war.. Wars are ugly... Don't you have wars in your Federation?
SO_Donovan says:
::runs ship wide diagnostic.::
Counsel_Lia says:
Major: agreed
Host CTO_Gore says:
*CO* Yes captain, but they want to negotiate with you, and only you.  
MO_Hardy says:
@Jerhajh_Physician : why do your leader's allow this senseless violence do continue.....there is no honor in it...or logic 
Host Jerhajh_Physician says:
ACTION : A figure of Bryant appears on one of the screens of the Obs.  Lounge
Ens_Bryn says:
OPS:  I could... I know the place fairly well.  But most I don't think can.  There is also security checks which you could run into if you don't know where they are.  There are a few places that are sort of blind spots, but again, you have to know where they are.
Counsel_Lia says:
::looks at the screen::
Major_Jithrack says:
::looks at the screen in disgust::
FCO-Bear says:
::continues to run the scans::
Host CTO_Gore says:
::Turns to the screen::
TO_Jury says:
SO: how was the diagnostic?
SO_Donovan says:
TO: when we where captured by Gala was the ship not under bad need of repair?
CNS_Arkot says:
::notices the screen::
Host Jerhajh_Physician says:
<Bryant> All : Gentleman.. I am happy to see you here again.. Sadly, I am not able to accompany your meetings.. I have every confidence in Mr. Gore.. What happened the last time will not repeat itself...
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
::is growing worried that his wife may not be alright::
TO_Jury says:
SO: yep it was a rusting tub
Counsel_Lia says:
::starts to get an attitude again::
Host Jerhajh_Physician says:
<Bryant> All : I am aware you would like me to do this, but there are another more urgent matters i must attend to... Please.. Understand... ::the face disappears::
Ens_Bryn says:
::looks at him, noting his distraction::  OPS:  Everything all right?
SO_Donovan says:
TO: well it would ship the ship is in tip top shape,
CMO_Parker says:
@Physician: I know that. We did have the odd wars, but I don't think they involved chemical warfare. And the federation is all in it for good. We don't fire unless we're fired at.
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Bryn: ok thanks, I want to know everything I can about the Artemis
Host Jerhajh_Physician says:
@MO : If it where up to me, we would not be killing each other.. I have an oath to uphold. I am a doctor...
Major_Jithrack says:
Captain: what? but? ::get angry under his breath::
TO_Jury says:
SO: speculate as to how the ship was repaired
Counsel_Lia says:
:to no one particular::  I see that we are not a high priority... why should I even think the Federation really wants to stop this war... Maybe you all just want to come in and take over yourselves...
Host Jerhajh_Physician says:
@CMO : Bah... ::shakes head::
FCO-Bear says:
::notices some enhancements. Not much, just some small ones::
SO_Donovan says:
TO: if I had to guess ......I would say our replacement aliens and gala repaired it
Counsel_Lia says:
::takes a deep breath::
Counsel_Lia says:
::sits down at the table::
Host CTO_Gore says:
Reps: I'm sorry that the captain can't attend...but we are here, now in the present, and we should at least try to resolve this.
Counsel_Lia says:
CTO: lets get to work
TO_Jury says:
SO: well make sure they haven't planted any bugs or bombs or whatever
MO_Hardy says:
@Jerhajh_Physician : I respect that oath my self.......but still it is your responsibility as a citizen of your people to tell your leaders this and make them understand what our oath means and make them see that this war is not getting anyone anywhere.....
Host CTO_Gore says:
::exhales in relief:: Lia: Alright ::smiles::
Host Jerhajh_Physician says:
@MO : Can YOU influence your superiors in any way?
CNS_Arkot says:
::sighs::
TO_Jury says:
All: so who's gonna make the world series?
OPS_MacPherson-Quest says:
Bryn: after I failed at the negotiating table, I want to my quarters and took a nap. When I woke up, I found my wife laying on the floor. When I tried to wake her, she wouldn't wake. So I took her to Sickbay, where I found she was suffering from a migraine headache
SO_Donovan says:
TO: aye........although I doubt it if they where curious explorers
Major_Jithrack says:
CTO: lets get on with it ::real abruptly::
CMO_Parker says:
@Physician: Maybe you can talk some sense into your leaders. Get them a copy of the Federation rules. Follow their example, and maybe even ally with them.
MO_Hardy says:
@Jerhajh_Physician : that I can.....in a way
Ens_Bryn says:
::decides this is not the time to show him her last surprise::  OPS:  Tell you what, let me take you back and perhaps another time...
Counsel_Lia says:
::looks at the Major:: Major: we have a long way to go
FCO-Bear says:
TO: It is to close to call there.
SO_Donovan says:
::scans the ship for in bombs::
Host Jerhajh_Physician says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<End Artemis 10006.23>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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